In total 114 submission
Environment and Communication
TGPC Objectives:
- To preserve a clean and sustainable place to live.
- To communicate the activities of the Council to residents

Which of these ideas would you most like to see being introduced? (Please tick a maximum of 3 answers):
113 submissions

Planting of roadside
verges and hedgerows (
plus ongoing manageme…

Count
70 (27%)
59 (23%)

Upgrade of old notice
boards and providing new
ones for Tidbury Heights…
Provision of additional litter
bins

39 (15%)
67 (26%)

Cleaning road signs

26 (10%)
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On a scale of 1 to 10, what do you think the quality of Tidbury Green's environment is? (Regarding the aesthetic/cleanliness of the area)
113 submissions

1 = Very poor , 10 = Outstanding
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Road Safety
TGPC Objectives:
- To preserve a safe place to live.
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Which of these ideas would you be most interested in introducing? (Please tick a maximum of 2 answers)
113 submissions

Use of average speed
cameras (plus ongoing
management)

Count
43 (26%)

Use of vehicle activated
speed matrix signs (plus
ongoing management)

48 (29%)

Replacing verges (which
have been banked up
high) of roads with foot &…

72 (44%)
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On a scale of 1 - 10, how safe do you think Tidbury Green currently is? (In terms of roads and pavements)
113 submissions

1 = Not at all safe , 10 = Completely safe
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Community and Sustainability
TGPC Objectives:
- To preserve a sustainable, happy place to live.
- To help residents foster a community spirit across the Parish.

Which of the following ideas would you like to see CIL funding spent on? (Please tick a maximum of 3 answers):
113 submissions

Buying a field from a
farmer to make a green
public space

63 (25%)
26 (10%)
65 (25%)

Festive lights/decorations
Signage - places of
interest

14 (5%)
31 (12%)

Seating benches (e.g. next
to noticeboards or bus
stops)

47 (18%)
10 (4%)
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Your Suggestions
Your opportunity to provide suggestions for other local projects or suggestions relating to projects mentioned in the survey.

Please give suggestions of other CIL funded projects that you feel would benefit the community and make Tidbury Green a better place to live.
81 submissions

Very important - Dog pooh bins throughout the village.
Village activities maybe reintroduce the Scarecrow Competition as there are more young families in the village. Would be good to get events
going on that would allow people to get to know each other.

1

I live in regency fields.
Lighting on the roads is a concern for me and my partner in the winter months. Especially with the additional road works going on and paths
changing. We tend to walk up lowbrook road/ tile house lane/Norton lane. Street lamps would go a long way. Happy to voice my opinion if it
helps? - Sam Hunt - samhunt90@hotmail.co.uk

1

The footpath on Tilehouse Lane is an absolute disgrace, well overdue replacement.
Speeding on Tilehouse Lane is a serious accident waiting to happen and it's only getting worse. We urgently need speed camera's before
someone is killed and the 30mph sign printed again actually on the road as you enter the village which was not replaced after the re-surfacing.

1

Dog waste bins
Public footpaths signage/maps in the area

1

Priorities should be pavements, especially on Lowbrook Lane. The paths are uneven and not wide enough, especially on the bend where it is
extremely dangerous. Speeding traffic is getting worse. Until these two safety issues are addressed, no matter what is done aesthetically, it will
not make the village a pleasant environment to be in.

1

Speed bumps on Tilehouse Lane

1

No additional projects recommended.

1

More dog waste bins and resource available for regular emptying and maintenance. Better monitoring of non compliance.

1

As the over 60’s Xmas meal is so well attended it would be good especially this year for them to meet again in the summer

1

It is currently dangerous for pedestrians crossing Tilehouse Lane from Dickens Heath to go to Whitlocks End Station. And also for pedestrians 1
coming from Houndsfield Lane (I understand contributed to the CIL) crossing Tilehouse Lane to walk to Dickens Heath. I think a humped Zebra
crossing with lighting (like those near Shirley Station) near the junction of Tilehouse Lane and Tythe Barn Lane would be on immense benefit to
the community. It would encourage use of the train and possibly save someones life by allowing pedestrians to cross a busy road more safely. If
someone could get the speed limit on Tilehouse Lane on the approach to this junction lowered from 40 to 30 even better.
Footpaths and cycle paths that are segregated from the roads.

1

N/a

1

TG is a lovely place to live but could benefit from better lighting, new maps/signs/noticeboards to signpost nice walks in TG and surrounding
area, seating/shelter - perhaps near bus shelters particularly for the elderly and some plants/flowers to add some colour would be lovely too

1

1. Fund either BT or Virgin to bring fibre broadband to the old part of the village ahead of schedule.
2. Sweeping of the footpaths, especially after the fall of leaves in November & December

1

The footpaths in Lowbrook Lane are degrading badly making it difficult to walk on and the road would benefit from sweeping after the leaf fall in 1
the autumn
Please can we have fancy old fashioned street lights as in Malvern?

1

1
A green space - park with a stream and tennis courts that are free and available for all to use, football pitches, children play areas and a
cultivated garden. Allotments would be good for those interested. Also should have village hall with a sports centre for adults and children. The
provision for walking and running/cycling is very poor currently with pavements that just stop. I see people walking and running in middle of
country roads which is very dangerous. There needs to be pavements for all roads and cycle paths built too. There should also be walking routes
set up and cycling routes that are safe for adults and children. The schools should have adequate parking so the parents are not blocking up
major roads. There should be a road built to bypass dickens heath as very narrow roads that currently go around it and double parked cars
which make it dangerous.
cafe and green space to walk in with nice garden and area for children to play

1

The roads and paths are a disgrace to the area especially on Lowbrook and Norton Lanes. This needs to given priority before anything else in
order to avoid potential accidents happening. The drains on Lowbrook Lane needs cleaning more frequently to avoid the river scenario!

1

A pedestrian crossing near the top of Lowbrook lane

1

Footpaths along lanes that do not have them eg Birchy Leasowes

1

1. Better drainage of all roads especially Lowbrook Lane. The road surface and drainage on Lowbrook Lane results in standing water after rain. 1
This makes being a pedestrian unpleasant trying to avoid the spray sent up by cars.
Remedial work to all pavements to make them suitable for pedestrians (eg tree roots, hedges).
2. Improved broadband service with faster consistent speeds at all times of the day and night.
3. Implementation of new pedestrian crossing on Fulford Hall Road.
4. Lit Christmas trees at the entrance to Regency Fields and Tidbury Heights, Norton Lane junctions (2) with permanent mains electricity supply.
I think a great use of funds would be to build a path around the pond in the park in the Tidbury Heights development which is currently heavily

1

used by dog walkers, joggers and Tidbury Green residents. It is currently unpathed and is the nicest public green space / open space in Tidbury
Green. Developing the park further would be of benefit to many Tidbury Green residents
Ensuring funding is used for projects that benefit all ie not funding lunches for a small percentage of the community.

1

Ensuring Tidbury green is safe to walk around with more lighting and wider pavements.
Pavements to allow for walking along all roads in the area not just a few
Improved street lighting
(These would benefit all residents not just a select portion such as subsidised festive lunch for a small minority which seems like an abuse of
parish council funds)

1

Local play park for children

1

Widen footpath by Tidbury Green School - improve congestion due to parked cars on road

1

Much Wider footpaths, they are dangerous people especially with prams, and it is very awkward when you meet someone coming the other way 1
as you can end up in the road which is already very busy by the school.
Better lighting between dickens Heath and Tidbury green needed as it’s not covered the full road. Better lighting generally around the parish

1

Prevent the parking on the road during school pick up / drop off.

1

Tackle nuisance bonfires
I would like to see more effort in clearing and maintaining of the footpaths and verges outside and approaching Tidbury Green School and Village1
Hall. I think it would be an excelent idea to have the roadside front landscaped and maintained on a regular basis including planters ,benches
and bins provided.
I would also suggest in order to promote a community spirit in Tidbury Green we need to develope, redecorate and update the Village Hall.
Lowbrook Road is excessively dangerous especially when walking with children to the school. There is a blind spot. The footpath is narrow for 1
parents pushing a pushchair and trying to hold a childs hand. Having to cross the road at the top with cars turning right onto Lowbrook. Then
having to be aware of oncoming traffic driving towards Dickens Heath as they drive around the blind spot is equally dangerous.
Required lighting as we gain access onto the estate from the corner. Possibly have lighting beneath the signage coming up and down Lowbrook.
Drains in the Road on the estate could do with having more tarmac around them as they've sunken.
***priority*** more awareness signage for the "pond' at the bottom of meadow crescent with the possibility of having some sort of fencing around
it. This is especially dangerous for people who have small children who are themselves unaware of the 'pond'.
The estate is new and at the moment not child friendly lots of younger generations are moving in some already with small children...Possibly
have a signage stating especially on the Social Housing groves/closes where children will obviously be playing out, """"Drive Slowly children
playing""".
Benches and bins within the new estates.
Signs to indicate "drive slowly children crossing'.

1

Dog poo bins on regency fields and surrounding roads. If we walk round estate or further there is none

1

1
By having more outdoor spaces locally for families to enjoy, so making more child and family friendly spaces - more parks/playgrounds, better
pavements/cycle paths, maybe an outdoor sports field - all to encourage children and families to be outdoors and active.
Also, a small little village shop and post office within the village would be handy!
Some of the crossroads around the village can get quite busy such as by the school and Norton lane. The use of traffic lights might help control
the flow of traffic a bit better.
Cleaning/clearing of roads along Norton Lane, Lowbrook Lane specifically its footpath replacement and drainage improvements.

1

The only effective traffic management via average camera installation
Bird boxes around the area, particularly the new estates.
CCTV and/or ANPR for prevention of crime and anti social behaviour

1

Encourage use of park/play area on Tidbury Heights. Extra maintenance of the park may be needed due to a lot of people saying it's "too
marshy". I see kids playing football on the road when there's a perfectly good park. Dangerous for both kids and road users.

1

More dog poo bins to try and encourage people to clean up after their dogs. I’ve recently moved to TG and never seen so much dog mess on the 1
pavements, it’s awful! Resurfacing of Lowbrook lane, the surface is full of pot holes and the drainage is terrible, always wet and large puddles
makes it difficult for walker not to get soaked when a car goes past.
The planting of more trees in the area.

1

Widening of pavements near the school and or cutting back of hedges along the existing footpaths.
Would really appreciate more footpaths that are pram friendly

1

The pot holes and road surface on Norton Lane are horrendous and dangerous for cyclists. Also wondered why there are new speed bumps in 1
Fulford Hall Road, where speeding is not a huge issue, but no speed bumps on Norton Lane where speeding is a massive issue. Average speed
check cameras as suggested in the survey are a brilliant suggestion for Norton Lane.

Get the road substrate and surface sorted

1

look after and enhance the environment for wildlife. look at improving bird/bat boxes and bee hives. A lasting legacy for Jubilee year.

1

Lowbrook lane is a very dangerous rd - vehicles are always speeding and the road itself and pavement needs resurfacing as there are many
holes in the road and it looks unplesant. They have done fulford hall rd why not lowbrook lane which is used as a cut through to wytall and is
utilsed more times. We definitely need speed cameras too and speec bumps on the rd for safety.

1

None

1

20 MPH throughout the village
Better Law enforcement

1

More pavements and wider pavements where narrow.
A bench or two by flowers

1

Maintenance of the pathways and verges around the triangle. Roots from trees make this walk make the path bumpy which is difficult for parents 1
with buggies and wheelchair users. Also there are several places on the paths that are very narrow due to poor maintenance of the verge. The
bend at the top of Lowbrook Lane near Steve Lane cars is a particular hazard as pedestrians/drivers can’t see round the bend at all. It is also so
narrow there that it is hard to pass people without putting yourself at risk of stepping into the road on a blind bend. The path at the lower end of
Lowbrook Lane is also narrow, near the bus stop.
Another suggestion would be to plant woodland in the field which might be bought. There are government grants available for this kind of
initiative. This would go some way to repair habitats lost from recent development of the area. Or using the field for another way of supporting
local wild
Iife that would also create a space for people to enjoy nature and help mental health.
Welcome to Tidbury Green signage; Increased street lighting is always beneficial.

1

dog waste bins

1

more pavements as roads being used by walkers and it is dangerous

1

Road markings on Tidbury Heights.
Additional bins on Tidbury Heights.
Secure dog walking area in park on Tidbury Heights.

1

A youth club

1

Local events to get the parishioners more involved in the community they reside
Monthly market in the Village Hall.

1

Access to Tidbury Green School through the Tidbury Heights development would provide families with a safe and quick method of getting their
children to school without using a car.

1

High Speed EV Charging point for electric vehicles.
There are no where near enough bins.

1

The area would be better if the path didn’t abruptly end on Norton lane, making it impossible to walk to Ambleside garden centre and the red lion
especially with pram and dog.
More stuff for kids to do, and wider roads and pavements

1

Monitoring of nuisance bonfires and letter drop

1

Christmas grotto at Tidbury Green village hall
Footpath widening
Speed cameras on dickens Heath road
Food bank and citizens advice surgery at the village hall
We need more pavement space. To walk with children to and from school it is actually dangerous. The pavement it’s so narrow, they should be
wider

1

I think the lighting and parents on lowbrook Lane are very poor and inadequate. unsafe for pedestrians at nighttime. one litter bin is also
inadequate

1

Flowers
Hanging baskets
Christmas trees/ lights
Upgrade footpath on tilehouse lane

1

Tidbury’s heights- cycle/footpath around the pond. More play equipment for younger children. More bins and more regular collection of dog
waste. Road signs for the drives. More trees planted in the park, footpath created between tidbury heights and tidbury green school. Tidbury
green-wider footpaths and trimming of overgrown side bushes.

1

Tidbury Heights' park needs to be developed and better equipped for toddlers - slides, swings, footpath around the perimeter of the park so
toddlers can be pushed in prams / trikes to see the ducks in the storm lagoon.

1

Youth centres for the teenagers. Lower speed on Tilehouse lane. Speed bumps on Houndsfield lane, the Tilehouse lane end of it.

1

Roadside drainage (obviously not done by the Highways Authority so let’s get private contractors to fix the issues) and pathways along the
roads.

1

Community area for children on Regency Fields. Playground, sports area etc

1

Outdoor gym area / dog walking area with waste bins

1

Increased street lighting on fulford hall, Lowbrook lane and Norton lane
More litter/ dog poop bins
Please no more speed bumps- replacing the suspension on my car was expensive!
Fixing pot holes would be amazing please!

1

Dog poo bins
Pub
Less bigoted parish councillors

1

Improving the kids playground! It’s very basic.
Pavements are key and support for a local ‘hub’ - TG doesn’t have a focal point which makes it feel slightly aimless

1

Speed bumps before and after both bends in Lowbrook Lane.
Pretty street lights like those in Malvern or even Dickens Heath

1

Mobile speed monitoring equipment to be operated by volunteer residents.A much higher policing profile, in terms of foot patrols and social
media to reassure residents that the police do exist in the outlying part of Solihull.

1

A public open space with benches & trees would be good. Somewhere to walk to.

1

A combined public space and local nature reserve

1

Traffic using the lake to Malthouse Lane should be limited. Perhapes the weekend, especially in summer months.

1

Kerb cleaning to clear leaves which will make pavements slippy and block drainage system when the leaves fall. Also siltern gathering, again
blocking the drainage (The drain at the juction of Norton Lane and Fulford Hall Road always overflows when it rains.

1

I believe that the £50k at the Council are allocating to the area, would be better spent towards improvements on our pavements in Norton Lane
and Lowbrook Lane area. All of which are in very poor condition and very dangerous for pedestrians old and young alike.

1

1/ The creation of a public right of way and gate to access field for a riverside walk. This would give access to the existingfootpath linking Wythall 1
with Earlswood (See attached map). This area could be planted with wild flowers.
Reward individual folk for collection of litter. Take action against those who dump rubbish.

1

Christmas tree in front of garage again
More Benches
Definately slow down signs at various points on Tidbury Heights
Extra litter bins

1

Please add suggestions for the locations and detailed implementation of the projects referred to in the survey.
56 submissions

More bins definitely needed especially along norton lane, none on my dog walk!!

1

Most urgent speed camera is the approach onto Tilehouse Lane from both directions. The same stretch of road where the footpath needs
upgrading.

1

Please address pavements on Lowbrook lane and tackle speeding on Lowbrook Lane and Norton Lane.

1

We are frustrated by the amount of broken glass on our footpaths. We believe that refuse collection contributes towards this, but we are also
surprised and disappointed that residents very often do not clear broken glass in front of their property, presumably on the unsatisfactory basis
that they didn’t cause it to appear. Please appeal to the community to contribute more in this respect.

1

Additional litter bins in areas prone to littering. Average speed cameras / speed matrix signs positioning - Norton Lane, and Tilehouse Lane.
Flower pots - key road entrances to Tidbury Green and main road junctions.

1

Good luck - and thank you to all who participated in putting the online survey together.
Maybe replace all the trees that were lost in last years wind especially on Cherry drive

1

Junction of Tilehouse Lane and Tythe Barn Lane for new zebra crossing. Any of the lanes and verges for planting of genuine UK native wild
flower seeds (see britishwildflowermeadowseeds.co.uk ) to help the bee's.

1

Planting wildflower beds at bottom end of Lowbrook/Norton Lane and also in the area where the permanent christmas tree is located (Norton
Lane/Fulford Hall Rd crossroad). Would support new notice boads for Tidbury Heights and Regency Fields, but not to replace exisiting once in
the village.
A christmas tree at the entrance of the two new estates. Definate need of more litterbins throughout the village. Average speed cameras are
needed on Norton Lane

1

N/a

1

Rubbish bins and lighting for more poorly lit areas in and around the Tidbury Heights estate and Fulford Hall Road / Dickens Heath Road (by the 1
school)
Speed cameras on the bend in Lowbrook Lane

1

See above

1

With regard to bins sadly it appears people leave bags of rubbish around the bins eg at the top of Lowbrook Lane and any additional bins may
encourage even more rubbish bags lying around.

1

Lowbrook Lane and other roads in the area would all benefit from Speed Cameras or indeed anything that may result in motorists slowing down.
Speeding cars which has increased considerably following all the new builds in the area.
With the government wanting people to use cars less we definitely need more footpaths in the area. Walking down Rumbush Lane, and Norton
lane between Ambleside and The Red Lion pub, can be life threatening. All it needs is the verge flattening and maybe some gravel to walk on
safely.

1

Dickens Heath Road reduced speed limit to 20mph near the school and appropriate signage.

1

Lowbrook Lane,
Dickens Heath Road (on north side)
Tilehouse Lane towards north end pavement drainage

1

Better pavements and lightning- seems dangerous to walk on the pavement after dark

1

Planters by Steve Lane Cars, under the Tidbury Green signage, entrances to Regency Fields and Tidbury Heights, Junction of Norton
Lane/Lowbrook Lane and Norton Lane/Fulford Hall Road

1

Make dickens Heath road safer with wider footpaths, ban parking outside the school (increase car parking spaces if this is an issue) add a lolly
pop person for peak hours, perhaps add traffic lights instead of the silly zebra crossing!

1

When crossing the road at the bottom of lowbrook lane it is very difficult to see cars and you have to enter the road to see up the hill. Please can 1
the branches/hedges be cleared so that it is easier to view, especially those of us pushing prams. It is not a safe crossing point
I would question the purchase of a piece of land without full consideration of who is to maintain it , the Legal resposiblities
and as to the saftey aspects.
We do have an excelent if water logged open space on Tidbury Heights and another is planned on Regency Fields. Both these are in view of
houses which is an important aspect with regards to childrens safety and security.
Perhaps Bellway can be persuaded to drain the land correctly on Tidbury Heights before handing over to the community and Millers to tidy up
the lower Lowbrook Lane approach onto Regency Fields
which is incredibly muddy , floods and has ruined the footpath.
Improved footpaths all around Tidbury Green would be most welcome especially Lowbrook Lane where it is dangrerous to walk with children , a
pram or wheelchair in places as the footpath is too narrow and very uneven.The continuation of a footpath along Norton Lane to Earlswood
Lakes would be a move in the right direction and encourage residents to walk to Earlswood. The addition of a footpath from Earlswood Station to

1

Wood Lane and Norton Lane
would improve the safety of the area.
Lowbrook Road- narrow road..would be ideal if it was one way only...going up towards the school. Pathways are narrow for prams and parents 1
with smaller children.
Better lighting on Lowbrook.
As children get older they'll be less for them to do around the area..possibility of a youth club in the village hall 3times a week for netball cricket
football facilities
Benches on the green at the bottom of oak Lane and meadow crescent
Signage for river Cole and danger...flood risk
The only effective traffic management via average camera installation, along Norton Lane at the junctions of Lowbrook ,Fulford, Rumbush and
Lady Lane.
20mph outside Tidbury Green School.
A footpath installed from Ambleside Garden Nursery down to Earlswood Lakes that been talked of for 15 years!

1

More benches and litter bins around the new estates.

1

No further comments

1

Poo bins on the two new estates that have been built.

1

A pram friendly footpath around the park in Tidbury heights would be a great addition- park is often boggy so difficult to use

1

Average Speed check on Norton Lane from Lowbrook Lane throughout the village.

1

planting of native spring bulbs and plants in local community areas throughout Tidbury Green.

1

Speed cameras
Resurfacing of lowbrook lane and pavement - hedges cut back n lawn mowed

1

Average speed signs / matrix on Norton Lane

1

Main speeding issues are Norton Lane , and Lowbook Road

1

Speed bumps on Lowbrook Lane to slow traffic
Lowbrook Lane pavement widening
Create a continuous pavement from Tidbury Green to Earlswood Lakes (sorry if this is outside the Parish!)
Bench and flowers by Steve Lane Car crossroad

1

The woodland by the school should be a lovely place to walk but it is often used by young people who use drugs. It would benefit from woodland 1
path management and something to deter inappropriate use of the space.
Please ensure that Miller Homes/Council provide power for a beautiful lit Christmas tree (white static lights only) at the entrance to Regency
Fields for the whole month of December.
Additional street lighting on the approach to Steve Lane Garage; and most definitely lighting on the footpath at the bottom of Lowbrook
Lane/Emergency entrance that leads up to Regency Fields.

1

Xmas lights on lamp posts

1

Large planter outside Steve Lane Cars, outside Tidbury Heights, on the corner of Fulford Hall Rd
A general waste/dog poo bin is desperately needed on the corner of Fullford Hall Road and Norton Lane.

1

Bins on lowbrook and Norton lane.

1

Tidbury Green, Regency Fields, roads Tilehouse Lane road too narrow, pavements on Lowbrook Lane too narrow and also on the road by
wythall train station, especially if you have a pushchair.

1

Already provided

1

bins on corner of lowbrook and Norton lanne and Fulford and norton

1

Tilehose lane

1

Tidbury heights park. Regency fields play area/public area.

1

All of Tidbury Green

1

Norton Lane - pathway from Fulford Hall Road towards the Lakes would be beneficial. Improved pathways along Lowbrook Lane, not covered in 1
dirt and debris from where the road floods.
Tidbury heights park

1

Kids playground

1

Area around the school (DH Road)
At various cross roads

1

In spite of the installation of traffic calming measures on Fulford Hall road, very noisy motor bikes and buggy type of vehicles still travel at high
speed coming from the direction of Norton Lane.

1

Somewhere near the ‘centre’ of the village.

1

The new public space could have fruit trees for residents to pick fruit, a drainage pool that could help with local flooding problems and benefit
local wildlife through consultation with Earlswood Wildlife Partnership

1

1
A field bought as a public space could have fruit trees planted on it to benefit residents and wildlife, a nature pond would be nice and could be
used to drain flood-prone parts of the parish such as along Cleobury Lane and Norton Lane, a wildflower meadow too would be nice to see and
help local wildlife. Earlswood Wildlife Partnership might be able to advise on improving the public space for wildlife.
Hence more carparking could be introduced.

1

Location of 2 additional noticeboards at Tidbury Heights and Regency Fields. Planters and flowers maybe sponsored by Earlswood Nursery, who 1
sponsor the current noticeboards. Speak to Dan Wright at 88 Norton Lane 01564 824457.
Replace verges off road - Rumbush Lane to Woods Lane. Parking area for woods upgrade - Sign post Lakes.

1

More spring bulbs on Tidbury Heights around trees and on lots of road corners.

1

All trees need cutting back. Many are old and need reshaping and are dangerous. some are dead on Tidbury Heights.
Willing to help with planters - Call 07776497494

